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The position of Polish informatics, both in research and teaching, in the world
of informatics, has its roots in the achievements of the Polish mathematicians
of the Warsaw School and the logicians of the Lvov-Warsaw School.
Jan Łukasiewicz is the most famous Polish logician in the world of computer science. Invented by him, the parenthesis-free notation is known as PN
(Polish Notation) and RPN (Reverse Polish Notation). Łukasiewicz created
multi-valued logic as a separate subject. The idea of multi-valuedness is applied to hardware design (many-valued or fuzzy switching, analogue computer).
A many-valued approach to vague notions and commonsense reasoning is the
method of expert systems, databases and knowledge-based systems, as well as
data and knowledge mining.
Stanisław Jaśkowski’s system of natural deduction is the basis of systems regarding automatic deduction and theorem proving. He created a system of paraconsistent logic. Such logics are used in AI.
Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz, with his categorial grammar, participated in the development of formal grammars, the ﬁeld signiﬁcant for programming languages.
Andrzej Grzegorczyk has made an important contribution to the development
of the theory of recursiveness.
Alfred Tarski, and the signiﬁcance of his work for informatics, is not under
consideration in the paper. His achievements are the subject of S. Feferman’s
article “Tarski’s Inﬂuence on Computer Science”.
Keywords: parenthesis-free notation, many-valued logic, paraconsistent logic,
categorial grammar, theory of recursiveness, Polish notation, fuzzy switching,
analogue computer, AI

When we hear of the successes achieved by Polish students of informatics at the Students’ World Championships in Programming, or the winners
of competitions for young scientists in the European Union, or the fact that
Warsaw University occupies a top position in the world rankings of informatics studies; we have to ask ourselves, why this is so and in which place we
should look for the causes of this success. Undoubtedly, their achievements,
and this includes those of students from other Polish universities as well,
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are their very own successes – the result of their talents, hard work and
ambition. All this however, would matter little without good teachers, who
being scientists themselves, contribute signiﬁcantly to the development of
informatics. We can be so bold as to say that informatics stemming from
Warsaw University leads the world. While commenting on the fact that
Warsaw University was listed in 2003 as one of the top universities (this
according to a number of the most often quoted publications), professor
Damian Niwiński (2003) points out that informatics has been developing
systematically at Warsaw University since 1960. He sees the cause of this
state of aﬀairs in the attitudes of great Polish mathematicians, 1 the successors of the Polish school of mathematics: Kazimierz Kuratowski, Stanisław
Mazur, Wacław Sierpiński, Hugo Steinhaus, 2 and Helena Rasiowa. 3 At the
same time he emphasizes the role of logicians. It was mainly in this ﬁeld
that the critical mass of today’s successes was created. It could have been
a matter of chance in a sense, but when in 1948 the ﬁrst Polish institution
dealing with computers came into existence (the Mathematical Apparatus Group), professor Kuratowski appointed the logician and statistician
Henryk Greniewski 4 (1930–1972) as its ﬁrst director. It was Greniewski
who initiated the establishment of the Polish Cybernetics Society 5 in 1962.
The 23rd of December, 1948 however can be considered the launch date
regarding the history of Polish informatics. Romuald W. Marczyński remembers that six people met on that very day in the mathematics seminar
room in the Institute of Physics. Those present were Professor Kazimierz
Kuratowski, Professor Andrzej Mostowski (logician), Doctor Henryk Greniewski and the three engineers Krystyn Bochenek, Leon Łukaszewicz and
Marczyński himself. During the meeting they discussed the possibilities of

1 There are two other important names worth mentioning in this context: professor
Oskar Lange – economist, professor Janusz Groszkowski – director of the State Institute
of Telecommunications, later deputy chairman of the State Council of the Polish People’s
Republic.
2 At ﬁrst he was deputy director of the Mathematical Apparatus Group dealing with
applications. Later this post was held by Professor Stanisław Turski (1906–1986).
3 Professor Rasiowa was very dedicated to publishing Fundamenta Informaticae. This
journal started to appear in 1977 mainly thanks to her eﬀorts. She was its Editor-in-Chief
until her death. She never ceased to deal with it, even when she was ill. Let us add that
she was an active member of the editorial board of Studia Logica (from 1974) and Journal
of Approximate Reasoning (from 1986).
4 He was expelled from the Planning Commission for political reasons, as a result of
the growing class struggle.
5 The name was ideologically conditioned. This is how informatics was referred to in
the Soviet Union as well.
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constructing mathematical apparatuses. It should be added that the ﬁrst
GAM-1 machine was built in 1950 by Zdzisław Pawlak, but was not used
for calculations.
One of the achievements on a world scale was the language KLIPA,
created in the 1960s by a team headed by Professor Władysław M. Turski:
Marek Greniewski, Jadwiga Empacher, Jadwiga Zdanowska and Ryszard
Solich. KLIPA was the external language for the URAL digital computer
(Greniewski, Turski 1963). In the 1970s Andrzej Salwicki created the object-oriented programming language LogLan. A few years before dynamic
logic was appreciated in the West, the team headed by Salwicki – Grażyna Mirkowska, Antoni Kreczmar and others – created algorithmic logic
as a tool for examining and describing problems connected with the veriﬁcation of programmes. Following Niwiński, one should also mention the
works of Jerzy Tiuryn and his successors concerning the place of logic in
informatics (type theory, the lambda calculation, functional programming,
programming logic, the computing power of programming languages, complexity issues in logic and ﬁnite model theory). Tiuryn is presently in charge
of a bio informatics team. Professor Jan Madey, head of the Section of
Operating Systems in the Institute of Informatics, Warsaw University, director of the Centre for Open Multimedia Education (COME) at Warsaw
University and the author of the ﬁrst Polish handbooks of the languages
Algol 60 and Pascal, conducted innovative classes for students at various
levels. He is the author of the system OS Kit designed to examine operating
systems, problems of parallel computation and the eﬃciency of information
systems. This world class specialist in the ﬁeld of software engineering, who
is probably best known for the methodology he developed in co-operation
with David Lorge Parnas known in the literature as “Parnas-Madey Four
Variable Model”, ﬁnds a great deal of satisfaction in the achievements of
his students. He rates their academic successes as his greatest success. His
supervisees won the Academic World Championships in Team Programming and European Union Contests for Young Scientists (Szumiec-Presch
2004). He himself studied with professors Andrzej Kiełbasiński (doctor at
the time), Karol Borsuk, Kazimierz Kuratowski, Stanisław Mazur and Andrzej Mostowski. He points out how important it was for him to enjoy
the conﬁdence of Professor Andrzej Turski, the rector of Warsaw University, and at the same time one of the people who made the greatest contributions to Polish informatics: “He threw me into the deep end of the
pool”, he said, “but was always there keeping an eye on me and supporting me from a distance”. From 1964–70, Jan Madey was deputy head of
the Section of Numerical Calculations at Warsaw University under Pro17
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fessor Stanisław Turski. Professor Stanisław Turski was a very important
ﬁgure in the history of informatics at Warsaw University, who as its rector
established the ﬁrst computing centre (the Section of Numerical Calculations), and in 1975 also launched the Institute of Informatics within the
department bearing a new name: the Department of Mathematics, Informatics and Mechanics. These institutional changes were connected with
the launch of full informatics MA programmes (in place of studies oﬀered
within the section of numerical methods). Other areas of research in the Institute comprised automata theory (Stanisław Waligórski and others) and
applied linguistics (Leonard Bolc, Janusz Bień and others), especially in
connection with issues concerning artiﬁcial intelligence and programming
in logic.
It is undoubtedly diﬃcult to answer the question as to how important Polish logic was for achieving the aforementioned results. Many apparently irrelevant ideas may have signiﬁcance in creating the right climate. Many enterprises, regardless of the intentions of their architects, may
have an unexpected importance in other areas. As far as logic is concerned,
however,
... the best known Pole in informatics is the logician Jan Łukasiewicz
(1876–1956), who in 1917 6 introduced a way of expressing arithmetic expressions which avoids the use of parentheses, known as the Polish Notation. This
notation is now commonly applied to automatic calculations of the value of
expressions, used, among other things, in various calculators. (Madey, Sysło 2000)

This is the reason why solving the problem regarding the economisation of
the notation, not in the least inspired by informatics issues, gave Łukasiewicz
a lasting position in informatics.
Logic, alongside algorithmics, is a component of theoretical informatics. 7 In this sense all output by Polish logicians would be signiﬁcant for
informatics, and would render my initial question regarding their contribution to the world’s informatics irrelevant. Therefore I will point out only
those ideas which seem to be more directly connected with informatics, as
was the case of the aforementioned Polish notation. Accordingly, I will not
comment on the authors’ intentions, nor will I ponder over the fact as to

6

For more information (on this subject) see the next page.
Electronics should also be added to contemporary informatics as a whole. Electronic
solutions have turned out to be more eﬀective than mechanical ones. Perhaps in the future
electronics will be replaced by some biotechnological solutions.
7
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whether those ideas were taken from their authors directly or indirectly or
whether, as it was in the case of multi-valued logic, the same idea occurred
independently to diﬀerent scholars at the same time. Their importance for
informatics will be discussed in as much as it is deemed necessary for their
comprehension.

Polish Notation (Parenthesis-Free Notation)
The idea of the notation which avoids the use of parentheses appeared
in connection with examining formal systems. Polish logicians, alongside
other current issues, found the independence of the set of primitive terms
and axioms equally important. Subsequently the problem of ‘economisation’
arose; in particular, a system with the smallest possible number of primitive
terms and one shortest axiom was sought out.
From the point of view of semiotics (and informatics) – due to an economy of expression – it was interesting to ﬁnd out whether a language
without punctuation marks in general, and parentheses in particular, was
possible. This kind of notation was invented by Jan Łukasiewicz. Łukasiewicz (1931, p. 165), who states that he laid down the principles of parenthesis-free symbolism in 1924, used it for the ﬁrst time in his article O znaczeniu i potrzebach logiki matematycznej (On the importance and needs
of mathematical logic) published in 1929, and although it was Chwistek
who at the beginning of the 1920s talked about placing conjunctions before arguments, as Woleński (1985, p. 93) writes, there is more to parenthesis-free symbolism than writing conjunctions in front of arguments, hence
there is no conﬂict in attributing the creation of parenthesis-free symbolism
to Łukasiewicz and the idea of placing conjunctions in front of arguments
to Chwistek.
It turned out that whenever all the conjunctions were preﬁxes (i.e. when
they were written before their arguments) or when all of them were suﬃxes
(i.e. written after their arguments), it was possible to eliminate the parentheses. Łukasiewicz’s notation, apart from the economisation of means of
expression, has an additional advantage in that the structure of an expression is deﬁned by the position of symbols of which it is built. This very
feature displays an advantage from the viewpoint of informatics (and not
only informatics).
The importance of Łukasiewicz’s notation for informatics was noted
by Turing, who met Łukasiewicz in 1949. According to Turing, it is more
advantageous for mechanical devices to have function symbols at the begin19
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ning of formulas. In informatics it is a suﬃxal notation that is particularly
important. It was Hamblin who found a way of applying it. According to
Pearcey (1994), Hamblin, who had gained some experience from radar services during World War II, was employed to run a third university computer
in Australia in 1956. He became aware of the problems connected with
(a) computing mathematical formulas containing parentheses and (b) loading memory with proper names of memory resources. As a formal logician
he knew Łukasiewicz’s work. 8 The solution to the ﬁrst problem was supplied by Łukasiewicz’s notation. Instead of writing, for example: (a + b) × c,
one can write: ×, +abc. The other problem, enabling the machine to access
resources which do not require an address (a current operation would be
always carried out on the results of the operations immediately preceding
it, left and always remaining in the resources), was solved by applying Łukasiewicz’s reverse notation (Reverse Polish Notation – RPN). Instead of
writing: × + abc, one writes: ab + c×). This is how the idea of organising
resources into a stack was born – last-in, ﬁrst-out (LIFO). Humblin presented his results at the First Australian Conference on Computing and
Data Processing (1957). Representatives of the English Electric Company
who were present at the conference carried his ideas to England and the
company used Hamblin’s architecture (and even his terminology) (Lavington 1980). Hamblin presented his conception in (1962) as well. One of the
designers of the American computer B5000 (announced in 1961 and produced in 1963), in which RPN was used, R. S. Burton, wrote (1970) that the
idea had occurred to him independently of Hamblin, when he was reading
a handbook of symbolic logic. 10 years after Hamblin’s ﬁrst publication,
the RPN idea was used by engineers from Hewlett-Packard in a calculator
which appeared on the market in 1968 and then in HP-35 from 1972. In this
way RPN became popular in scientiﬁc and engineering circles. 9 It is worth
adding at this point that Hamblin was the precursor of many conceptions,
among others, the application of temporal logic in informatics (Allen 1984,
Allen 1985, Hamblin 1987, Williams 1985).

8 Łukasiewicz’s notation was used by A. N. Prior, a logician from New Zealand, among
others in a handbook of logic (1955), which ‘hindered’ readability (see a comment on this
in Woleński 1985, pp. 94–95).
9 Edsger W. Dijkstra, converting inﬁx notation into RPN, invented an algorithm which
due to its similarity to the way a railroad shunting yard operates was called the ‘shunting
yard’.
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Multi-Valued Logic
Jan Łukasiewicz (1878–1956) is best known for his concept of multi-valued logic. 10 Łukasiewicz was convinced not only that it was a discovery
comparable to non-euclidian geometry, when he wrote (1930, p. 161):
It is not easy to predict the impact of non-chrysippian 11 systems of logic upon
philosophical speculation. It seems however that the philosophical importance
of the systems presented here may be at least as great as the importance of
non-euclidian systems of geometry.

Łukasiewicz designed his systems as the basis for mathematical research
in arithmetic and multiplicity theory. 12 As far as practical application is
concerned, having cybernetics in mind, he wrote in a letter to Lejewski
in 1951 (Woleński 2005, p. 261):
Multi-valued systems already today have important practical applications and
may become a source of signiﬁcant income.

One may agree with Woleński when he writes that:
At present it is beyond any doubt that Łukasiewicz’s expectations have not
been fulﬁlled. Multi-valued logics have not revolutionised either logic or mathematics, or philosophy. (Woleński 1985, pp. 122–123)

It should be added however that the thesis concerning the practical beneﬁts
from multi-valued logics, and I do not mean those used in metatheoretical
research but those in widely understood informatics, seems to have a chance
to be conﬁrmed. It is worth noting however that both multi-valued logics
and the concept of the notation were not created for the sake of informatics.
In the case of multi-valued logic it was philosophical motives. There is a monograph devoted to the use of multi-valued logics in informatics (Rine 1977).
Interest in using multi-valued logics in informatics is reﬂected in conferences
devoted to this issue. In 2006 the 36th annual symposium organised by The
Multi-Valued Logic Technical Committee of the IEEE Computer Society will
be held in Singapur.
10 Independently of Łukasiewicz (1920c, 1920b, 1920a) multi-valued logics were created
by E. Post (1921), born in Augustów, Poland.
11 For more on the history of creating Łukasiewicz’s multi-valued logics, see (Woleński
1985, pp. 115–122).
12 This is how Łukasiewicz referred to multi-valued logics.
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The Multi-Valued Logic – An International Journal (www.csi.uottawa.ca/∼ivan/mvl.html), among issues in its sphere of interest, mentions
the following:
MVL 13 and Soft Computing: neural networks, evolutionary computation, fuzzy
systems, computational intelligence cost-eﬀectiveness;
Engineering aspects of MVL: circuit design, programmable logic, hardware
and software veriﬁcation, testing, analog and digital VLSI and ULSI, new
concept devices and architectures, carrier computing (biocomputing, optical
computing, ...);
MVL and Automated Reasoning: machine learning, reasoning, theorem proving, expert systems;
Computer Science and MVL: databases, massively parallel systems, collisionbased computing;
Fuzzy Logic and MVL: theoretical and practical aspects;
Philosophical aspects of MVL

Ewa Orłowska from the Institute of Telecommunications is a member
of the journal’s editorial board.
One can distinguish between the applications of multi-valued logic in
designing informatics equipment and in the methods of artiﬁcial intelligence.

Engineering Applications
To put it simply, just as multi-valued logics are a generalisation of
two-valued logics, so are electrical circuits where m states a generalisation
of circuits with two states. This issue has been addressed for a long time.
Henryk Greniewski, who, as already mentioned, was the ﬁrst director of the
Mathematical Apparatus Group, was interested in the technical application
of multi-valued logics. Let me add in passing that his book Elementy cybernetyki systemem niematematycznym wyłożone (Cybernetics without Mathematics) (1959) was translated into German, English and French and is still
available from Pergamon Press (1960). In the German Democratic Republic
Greniewski was an authority, among other things, in the ﬁeld of applying cybernetics (informatics) in planning economic development (Segal 1999). His
views on this issue have been quoted to this day (Greniewski 1962). There
is at least one major publication in Polish on the subject of the application
13
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of Łukasiewicz’s logics. It is a two-volume work by Moisil (1966, 1967). 14
Epstein (1993) is a good introduction to the problem of multi-valued (fuzzy)
switches. 15
Currently the binary standard is obligatory in informatics. It was Leibniz who already in his day opted for this solution, but – and one has to
remember that it was the era of mechanics – based his ‘computer’ on the
decimal system. The architecture for contemporary computers was postulated by Von Neumann in the report ‘First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC’
(1981) written in 1945 under the auspices of the University of Pennsylvania and the United States Army Ordinance Department. In his justiﬁcation
for the choice of the binary system, similarly to Leibniz, he points to the
simplicity of the system. The report states (Von Newman 1981):
5.1 ... Since these tube arrangements are to handle numbers by means of their
digits, it is natural to use a system of arithmetic in which the digits are also
two valued. This suggests the use of the binary system.
5.2. A consistent use of the binary system is also likely to simplify the operations of multiplication and division considerably. Speciﬁcally it does away
with the decimal multiplication table. ... In other words: Binary arithmetic
has a simpler and more one-piece logical structure than any other, particularly than the decimal one.

The report emphasises that:
An important part of the machine is not arithmetical, but logical in nature.
Now logics, being a yes-no system, is fundamentally binary. Therefore, a binary
arrangement of the arithmetical organs contributes very signiﬁcantly towards
a more homogenous machine, which can be better integrated and is more
eﬃcient.

If designing computers operating with the decimal system can be explained
in terms of it being natural, for other systems it is theoretical and practical
arguments that are important. Such arguments can be found not only for
the binary system but also for the ternary system.
The ﬁrst designer of the machine operating in the ternary system was
Thomas Fowler. In May 1840 he demonstrated his wooden calculating machine. It was described by De Morgan (1840, (1837–1843)). 16
14 His earlier work (1959) was also published in English by Pergamon Press. See
also (1972).
15 Cf. (Gottwald Winter 2004).
16 The bibliography concerning this subject can be found at: http://www.mortati.com/
glusker/fowler/refslinks.htm.
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In the Soviet Union 50 ternary computers were built – Setun and Setun 70. The designer of these computers, Brousentsov, writes as a co-author
(Brousentsov, Maslov, Ramil, Zhogolev 2005):
It is known that the ternary arithmetic has essential advantages as compared with the binary one that is used in present-day computers. In connection with this Donald Knuth assumed that the replacement of “ﬂip-ﬂop” for
“ﬂip-ﬂap-ﬂop” one a “good” day will nevertheless happen [1]. 17 Now, when
the binary computers predominate, it is hard to believe in a reality of such
assumption, but if it would happen not only the computer arithmetic, but
the informatics on the whole would become most simple and most perfect.
The third value (Aristotle named it σνµβεβηκοc – attendant) what is very actual but hidden in binary logic, will become obvious and direct manipulated.
Ternary logic has better accordance with the Nature and human informal thinking [2]. Unfortunately the modern researches of the multi-valued (non-binary)
logic are formal and not associated with practical requests.
A remarkable exclusion is the experience of creating the ternary computers
“Setun” and “Setun 70” at Moscow State University [...]. This experience
convincingly conﬁrms practical preferences of ternary digital technique.
1. Knuth D. E. The art of computer programming. Vol. 2. Seminumerical algorithms.
– Addison-Wesley, 1969.
2. Brousentsov N. P. Origins of informatics. – Moscow, The New Millenium Foundation, 1994. (In Russian).

Brousentsov points out in an interview (Rumyantsev 2004) the technical
sources of the idea. He noticed however the importance of three-valued logic,
stating that these issues were not well thought out in his computers.

The Analogue Computer 18
Nowadays digital computers predominate. It seems that the concept
of the analogue computer has ﬁnally been abandoned. However, it would
not be for the ﬁrst time in informatics that predictions have turned out
to be wrong. Suﬃce to recall the prognosis concerning the number of computers necessary for the United States. Professor Jonathan W. Mills from
Indiana University Bloomington 19 believes in the success of such machi17 Let me add that for Knuth this must be a balanced system, which the system based
on {−1, 0, 1} supposedly is. More on the advantages of such a system in (Hayes 2001).
18 It was Professor Witold Marciszewski who pointed out this application of Łukasiewicz’s logic to me.
19 For his conception of the analogue computer see (Mills 1993) and (Mills, Walker,
Himebaugh 2003).
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nes. He is not alone in his beliefs. In 1995 Lee Rubel 20 wrote to him
(Mills 2006):
The future of analog computing is unlimited. As a visionary, I see it eventually
displacing digital computing, especially, in the beginning, in partial diﬀerential
equations and as a model in neurobiology. It will take some decades for this to
be done. In the meantime, it is a very rich and challenging ﬁeld of investigation,
although (or maybe because) it is not in the current fashion.

Mills became interested in the idea of the analogue computer back
in 1990 in connection with his studies of Łukasiewicz’s multi-valued logic.
He collaborated at the time with J. Michael Dunn, professor of philosophy,
and Oscar R. Ewing, professor of informatics. Together with Ch. Daﬃnger and M. G. Beavers he started designing electric circuits based on inﬁnitely valued Łukasiewicz’s logic. Mills considered this logic suitable for
describing analogue circuits. The construction of the machine was inspired
by Kirchhoﬀ’s research on electricity. Mills writes the following about his
Kirchhoﬀ-Łukasiewicz machine:
I’m thinking that within ﬁve to ten years, we will ﬁnd a niche in which these
processors are superior, eﬃcient, and cost-eﬀective. (Hedger 2006)

He predicted that:
We may develop sensors that would detect chemicals in the environment or
toxins within our bodies, such as life-threatening cholesterol levels. We might
develop an implant that could predict heart attacks – sort of a biological
beeper. (Hedger 2006)

Applications in AI
Applications in AI seem to be the most promising of all the possible
applications of multi-valued logics.
Multi-valued logics form the basis for the description of vague concepts,
which are characteristic of natural language and non-formal reasoning. This
has an importance, among others, for expert systems.
The most famous conception is the theory of fuzzy sets developed in the
1960s by Lofti A. Zadeh (1965). He applied Łukasiewicz’s logic to elements
20 The author, among others, of the article The Extended Analog Computer (1993),
which prompted the invention of Kirchhoﬀ-Łukasiewicz Machine.
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of a set, thereby creating an algebra of fuzzy sets. They were not put to use
until the mid 1970s, when Ebrahim H. Mamdani of Queen Mary College in
London designed a ‘fuzzy’ controller for a steam engine.
A similar solution in connection with the research on expert systems
was worked out in Poland by Z. Pawlak. Rough set theory was developed in
many publications, for example (Pawlak 1982, Pawlak 1991, Pawlak 1993)
and (Komorowski, Pawlak, Polkowski, Skowron 1999).
The theories of fuzzy and rough sets are applied in artiﬁcial intelligence
and expert systems. They are used for the automation of data and knowledge
exploration. In connection with the applications of multi-valued logic in
informatics the notion of fuzzy logic is used (see, for example, http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-menyvalued/).

Natural Deduction
In contemporary informatics, natural logic is applied ﬁrst of all in broadly understood issues relating to artiﬁcial intelligence. It is the starting point
of the basic systems of theorem proving and/or proof veriﬁcation. It was
created independently by Genzten (1934) and Jaśkowski (1906–1965). Jaśkowski testiﬁes that in 1926 Łukasiewicz formulated the problem of a logical
system which would be in line with the practice of proving mathematical
theorems. Gentzen approached the issue in a similar way (1934, p. 176):
My initial point of view was as follows: The formalisation of logical reasoning,
especially in the way it was developed by Frege, Russell and Hilbert, diﬀers
signiﬁcantly from the way of reasoning practised in mathematical proofs. One
gets signiﬁcant formal advantages in return. I would like therefore to present
a formalism, which is as close to real-life reasoning as it is possible. 21

Jaśkowski published the solution to the problem in 1934, creating an
assumption-based system. The ﬁrst announcement concerning this issue appeared as early as 1929, in The Commemorative Book of the Polish Mathematical Symposium, 1927. In this announcement, Jaśkowski wrote about his
results, which had been presented at Łukasiewicz’s seminar in 1926.
21 Mein erster Gesichtspunkt war folgender: Die Formalisierung des logischen Schließens, wie sie insbesondere durch Frege, Russell und Hilbert entwickelt worden ist, entfernt
sich ziemlich weit von der Art des Schließens, wie sie in Wirklichkeit bei mathematischen
Beweisen geübt wird. Dafür worden beträchtliche formale Vorteile erzielt. Ich wollte nun
zunächst einmal einen Formalismus aufstellen, der dem wirklichen Schließen möglichst
nahe kommt.
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Andrzej Trybulec, the author of the MIZAR system used for verifying mathematical proofs, directly refers to Jaśkowski’s system (and the
non-Fregian logic of Roman Suszko). Witold Marciszewski (1994, 2005)
holds the view that Jaśkowski’s system is more useful in computer-assisted
proof veriﬁcation, while Gentzen’s system is better in computer-assisted
proving. As far as the problems of the mechanisation of reasoning are concerned, it is worth noting the work of (Marciszewski, Murawski 1995).

Temporal Logic
Undoubtedly the founder of temporal logic is Arthur Norman Prior.
One should note however the inﬂuence of the Lvov-Warsaw School and especially that of Łukasiewicz upon the development of Prior as a logician and
upon his early temporal considerations. 22 Among the works that are mentioned as important for its founding, one should mention the work of Jerzy
Łoś (1948). Prior (1996, p. 46) was astonished by the usefulness of temporal
logic, learning from, among others, Dov Gabbay and Dana Scott that:
There are practical gains to be had from this study too, for example in the
representation of time-delay in computer circuits.

Presently, temporal logic is a recognised and important subject from the
point of view of informatics.

Paraconsistent Logics
Jaśkowski formulated and designed discursive logic. His work “Rachunek zdań dla systemów dedukcyjnych sprzecznych” (Propositional calculus
for contradictory deductive systems) (1948, 1969) was written as a response
to a political need. Marxists rejected the principle of inconsistency. Therefore there appeared a need in logicians’ circles for a work which would
show the rationality of such a stance. The concerns of logic for paraconsistent systems, however, are more deeply rooted. Contradiction on classical
logic grounds leads to trivialisation and its rejection is one of the oldest
postulates of logic, clearly formulated, for example, by Aristotle. We know,
however, that in ‘real-world’ cognitive activity, despite hidden or revealed
22

I write more on this subject in (2005).
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inconsistencies, the complete rejection of the system does not have to take
place. The importance of paraconsistent systems reveals itself in informatics in connection with the fact that data a computer programme has to
deal with may be, in a sense, contradictory. Man can somehow deal with
the inconsistency of his views. Therefore artiﬁcial intelligence should also
have this ability. A programme may draw data from various resources and
hence collect contradictory data. Since man can cope with this, a computer
should too. Man, in his activity, can give up reason, while a computer has
to run according to a formal programme. If a programme is to be able to
deal with an inconsistency, it has to be based on systems of paraconsistent
logic. It was Stanisław Jaśkowski who created an important system of this
kind, which is commonly recognised and well known.

Categorial Grammar
The idea of categorial grammar was formulated by Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz (1890–1963) in his work (1935). Undoubtedly informatics used other
grammars for its purposes. What is important, however, is the very fact
that this is a formal grammar. It can be used in various applications of informatics, especially in linguistics, but not only (Park 2001). The theory of
categorial grammars is developed in connection with the Lambek Calculus.
The work is also carried out in Poland. Among major world-ranking publications one should mention (Buszkowski, Marciszewski, van Benthem 1988).

The Theory of Recursive Functions
Andrzej Grzegorczyk 23 joined in on the mathematical milieu at the time
when “the political situation was conducive to staying in the safe circle of
logical and mathematical speculations”. In 1950 he received his doctoral
degree and was promoted by Andrzej Mostowski. Three years later, on the
basis of his work Some Classes of Recursive Functions (1953), he was promoted to the position of ‘docent’. This very work is an important historical
contribution to world informatics. It is his most frequently cited work in the
area of broadly understood issues of theoretical informatics. He showed his
interest in the problems of decidability in his works Zagadnienia rozstrzy23 My text devoted to A. Grzegorczyk is almost entirely based on the information
taken from Stanisław Krajewski’s work Andrzej Grzegorczyk, (2005).
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galności (issues of decidability) (Grzegorczyk 1957, Grzegorczyk 1961). The
problems regarding the concept of decidability, the concept of computability and the concept of recursive function, which arose in connection to
Hilbert’s programme and eventually resulted in the creation of the theoretical foundations of informatics, were taken up by Gödl, Church, Turing and
Kleene. The work of Grzegorczyk contributed in a signiﬁcant way to a better
understanding of them. As Krajewski writes (2005, p. 109): “Throughout
the whole period of his scientiﬁc academic activity he was faithful to the
problems of decidability and computable functions.” Let us add that for
him it was (Krajewski 2005, p. 109) “connected with an in-depth study of
concrete, empirical, ‘tangible’ aspects of the world, which are approached
mathematically.”
The contribution of Polish logicians to the problems of decidability and
computability is much greater if one considers the achievements of Alfred
Tarski, one of the most remarkable logicians. The inﬂuence of Alfred Tarski
and the Polish logicians collaborating with him (A. Mostowski, L. Szczerba
and others) goes beyond the scope of the problems of decidability and computability. This issue calls for separate treatment. Finally, let us add that
a Polish presence in the world as far as these issues are concerned has found
its expression in publications like that by Roman Murawski (1999).
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